Research in contextEvidence before this studyMetastatic bladder cancer remains a complex disease with poor survival outcomes and limited treatment. Better and deeper understanding of metastatic bladder cancer is definitely needed. Transgelin (TAGLN) is conserved cytoplasmic protein that primarily participates in remodeling of actin cytoskeleton. TAGLN was implicated in cancer development in a series of controversial studies. Decreased levels of TAGLN have been observed in some cancerous tissues, while increased levels have been linked with poor prognosis and metastasis, including bladder cancer. The specific expression pattern, functioning and mechanisms of TAGLN in bladder cancer remain largely unknown.Added value of this studyAccording to our results, TAGLN was highly expressed in bladder cancer and correlated with advanced prognostic features, including stage, grade and overall survival. In line with the functional prediction, the inhibition of TAGLN repressed cell migration and invasion in vitro and led to a decrease in the number and sizes of lung metastases in vivo. Mechanistically, we found that TAGLN promotes metastasis by inducing invadopodia formation and EMT. The progression-dependent correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN was found at both the cellular and tissue levels. The higher correlation was determined for the subgroups with advanced clinicopathological features. Notably, TGF-β-mediated migration would be totally abolished by the suppression of TAGLN.Implications of all the available evidenceOur study demonstrated that TAGLN, via its promotion of metastasis, may serve as a promising biomarker and new target agent for follow-up and treatment.Alt-text: Unlabelled Box

1. Introduction {#s0020}
===============

Bladder cancer (BLCA) is a complex disease with high morbidity and mortality rates despite improvements in its management \[[@bb0005]\]. Roughly 25% of newly diagnosed BLCA patients are diagnosed with muscle-invasive or metastatic disease. Non-muscle-invasive BLCA patients, meanwhile, continue to suffer from high recurrence (50%--70%) and progression (10%--30%) rates \[[@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0020]\]. Advanced and metastatic BLCA is a lethal disease that produces poor survival outcomes. Almost all patients who succumb to BLCA have suffered from distant failure and/or symptomatic metastasis at the time of death \[[@bb0025]\]. Once cancer spreads, systemic cisplatin-based chemotherapy is the only standard treatment that can be used and usually only yields a 50% initial response rate, which results in 5-year overall and progression-free survival of \<15% \[[@bb0030],[@bb0035]\]. Meanwhile, patients nearly always suffer side effects resulting from chemotherapy. Although surgical resection is also an optional treatment that can be used, only a very select group of patients with limited metastatic burden can benefit \[[@bb0040]\]. Rapid developments over the past few years have shed light on the use of immunotherapy and target therapy in the treatment of BLCA \[[@bb0045]\]. An improved understanding of invasive BLCA has emerged due a substantial increase in molecular research that allows for the identification of the chemotherapeutic sensitivity of invasive BLCA based on its molecular subtype \[[@bb0050]\]. Increased research of invasive and metastatic BLCA will have important implications for future clinical target development and disease management.

Transgelin (TAGLN) is a well-known actin-binding protein that affects the dynamics of the actin cytoskeleton \[[@bb0055],[@bb0060]\]. Owing to progress in the field of cancer biomarker discovery, studies have been conducted that TAGLN expression is decreased and dysfunctional in various cancers and that, at first, resulted in its being considered as a tumour suppressor \[[@bb0065]\]. However, subsequent studies of TAGLN and the optimization of its tissue detection produced results that were contradictory, even for the same type of tumour. Notably, its robust potential as a metastasis initiator has also been highlighted \[[@bb0070]\]. Decreased levels of TAGLN have been observed in some cancerous tissues, while increased levels have been linked with poor prognosis and metastasis other types of cancer, such as oesophageal cancer \[[@bb0075],[@bb0080]\], pancreatic cancer \[[@bb0085],[@bb0090]\] and colorectal cancer \[[@bb0095],[@bb0100]\]. The ambiguous role of TAGLN in BLCA has also been reported. TAGLN was shown to be downregulated in BLCA tissues \[[@bb0105],[@bb0110]\], while its expression level was observed to be upregulated during the transition to muscle-invasive cancer \[[@bb0105]\]. Recently, some RNA-level bioinformatics analyses have also highlighted the vital role of TAGLN in BLCA \[[@bb0115],[@bb0120]\]. However, none of these studies explains the controversial expression patterns of TAGLN that have been observed. The precise expression pattern and molecular function of TAGLN in BLCA remain unknown.

Herein, we first demonstrated that TAGLN was overexpressed in BLCA. The high expression level of TAGLN markedly contributed to advanced clinicopathological features and poor prognosis in three patient cohorts. Consistent with the functional prediction performed for TAGLN, TAGLN promotes migration and invasion of BLCA cells both in vitro and in vivo. Importantly, inhibition of TAGLN suppressed invadopodia formation and epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Additionally, a progression-dependent correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN was observed in BLCA. TAGLN was also essential for the development of TGF-β-mediated BLCA metastasis. By combining bioinformatics analyses with functional and mechanistic studies, the complete picture of the role of TAGLN in BLCA has been drawn, which contributes to an improved understanding of cancer metastasis and provides a novel target agent for the purposes of follow-up and treatment.

2. Materials and methods {#s0025}
========================

2.1. Collection of patient tissues and data {#s0030}
-------------------------------------------

Paraffin-embedded BLCA tissues and adjacent noncancerous tissues were obtained from patients who underwent radical cystectomy at Peking University First Hospital between 2007 and 2012 (PKU-cohort, [Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All the post-operative patients were followed up every three months for the first two years and then at least once year thereafter by phone or visit at our institute. The median follow-up was 42 months (range: 4--90). 79 patients received intravesical chemotherapy before radical cystectomy and 59 patients received adjuvant chemotherapy. Total 62 patients had cancer metastasis. Twenty-seven paired, freshly isolated BLCA tissues and adjacent noncancerous tissues were obtained from patients who underwent radical cystectomy at Peking University First Hospital between 2015 and 2017; all fresh tissues were immediately snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. All samples were verified by at least two pathologists. Tumour stage was classified based on the 2002 UICC TNM classification of malignant tumours, while histological grade was assessed based on the WHO classification of 1973. The studies were conducted in accordance with the approved guidelines. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects and all experimental protocols were approved by the ethics committee at Peking University First Hospital.

2.2. Antibodies and immunohistochemistry analysis {#s0035}
-------------------------------------------------

The antibodies used in this study are listed in [Supplementary Table S2](#ec0010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All paraffin-embedded tissues were cut into 5 μm sections and placed on slides. After deparaffinization, the tissue sections were treated with citrate buffer (10 mM, pH 6.0) at 95 °C for 2.5 min for antigen retrieval. Subsequently, the slides were immersed in 3% H~2~O~2~ for 20 min to block endogenous peroxidases and were then incubated with 10% normal goat serum at room temperature for 60 min to reduce nonspecific binding. The samples were subsequently incubated in the presence of anti-TAGLN or anti-Slug primary antibody at 4 °C overnight and were then processed using the Power-VisionTM two-step histostaining reagent and a 3,3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride substrate kit (ZSGB-Bio, China) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. Each sample was graded as -- (negative), + (weak), ++ (moderate) or +++ (strong) based on the staining intensity by two independent pathologists.

2.3. RNA extraction and quantitative reverse-transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) {#s0040}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total RNA from tissues or cells was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, USA) and reverse-transcribed using a Fastking RT-PCR kit (Tiangen, China) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Quantitative PCR was conducted using SYBR Green Premix reagent (Tiangen, China) and an ABI PRISM 7000 Fluorescent Quantitative PCR System (Applied Biosystems, USA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The sequences of the primers used in this study are listed in [Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The data analysis was performed using the ΔΔCt method, and expression was normalized to that of β-actin.

2.4. In silico analysis of TAGLN using online datasets {#s0045}
------------------------------------------------------

A transcriptome dataset obtained from BLCA tissues (TCGA-BLCA) from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) was downloaded using the UCSC Xena browser in June 2018; data from the GSE13507-BLCA cohort was obtained from the gene expression omnibus (GEO) dataset GSE13507. The patients in each cohort were sorted into high and low groups based on the median of TAGLN expression level. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were selected using the TwoClassDif method \[[@bb0125],[@bb0130]\]. All enrichment analyses were performed using Metascape (<http://metascape.org>) \[[@bb0135]\]. The assessment and integration of protein--protein interactions were conducted using the STRING database \[[@bb0140]\] and modelled using Cytoscape \[[@bb0145]\]. The minimum-required interaction score generated using STRING was set to that corresponding to a medium confidence level (0.400). The IHC images in [Supplementary Fig. S4](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}b were obtained from Human Protein Atlas ([www.proteinatlas.org](http://www.proteinatlas.org){#ir0010}) \[[@bb0150]\].The prognostic analyses shown in [Supplementary Fig. S4](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}c--h were obtained from GEPIA (<http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/index.html>) \[[@bb0155]\].

2.5. Cell lines and cell culture {#s0050}
--------------------------------

Authenticated SV-HUC-1, SW780, 5637, T24, and 293 T cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC). The SV-HUC-1 cells were cultured in F-12 K (Gibco, USA), the SW780, T24 and 293 T cells were cultured in DMEM (Gibco, USA) and the 5637 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Gibco, USA). All media were supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. All cells were cultured in a humified atmosphere containing 5% CO~2~ at 37 °C and were maintained in low passage cultures throughout the experiments.

2.6. Western blotting {#s0055}
---------------------

The total cellular protein was extracted using RIPA (Millipore, USA) and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and was quantified via a bicinchoninic acid assay (Sigma, USA). The lysates were then separated using SDS--PAGE and electroblotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. After incubation with the primary and secondary antibodies in sequence, the bands were visualized via enhanced chemiluminescence using an ImmobilonTM Western Kit (Millipore, USA). β-actin served as a loading control.

2.7. Immunofluorescence assay {#s0060}
-----------------------------

Cells were cultured on glass coverslips for 24 h and subsequently fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton. The coverslips were then probed with the primary antibody and the corresponding fluorescent secondary antibody. The labelled cells were then stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and mounted using antifade mounting medium. Phalloidin-tetramethylrhodamine B isothiocyanate (Sigma, USA) was used to label actin. All slides were examined using multiphoton lifetime confocal laser-scanning microscopy (TCS SP8; Leica, Germany).

2.8. Cell transfection {#s0065}
----------------------

The plasmids used in this study were purchased from Beijing Syngentech. The shRNA sequences that were used are shown in [Supplementary Table S3](#ec0015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The plasmids of interest and the packaging plasmids into were co-transfected into 293 T cells for the purposes of lentiviral production, and subsequently the viral supernatants were titrated using RT-qPCR for which the WPRE (woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element) was used as the primer. All BLCA cells were infected with lentivirus at a MOI (multiplicity of infection) of 10. The stable cells were selected using puromycin.

2.9. Cell viability, cell cycle, and cell colony formation assays {#s0070}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The cell viability assays were performed using the CellTiter 96® AQ One Solution Reagent (Promega, USA). The cell cycle assays were performed using a Cell Cycle Detection Kit (KeyGEN BioTECH, China). All procedures were performed according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. For the cell colony formation assay, 1000 cells/well were seeded in a 6-well plate and cultured for 10 days. The colonies were then fixed and stained with a 0.5% crystal violet methanol solution for 30 min and scanned to generate images.

2.10. Cell migration and invasion assays {#s0075}
----------------------------------------

Cell migration was first assessed via wound healing assays. After seeding the cells in a 6-well plate for 24 h, straight vertical and horizontal lines were scratched using a 200 μl pipette tip. Images were obtained using the digital camera that was attached to the microscope immediately after the scratches were made and 48 h later. Cell migration was also measured via transwell migration assays using chambers with membranes containing 8 μm pores (Corning, USA). The cells were suspended in 100 μl of serum-free media and seeded in the upper chamber, and the lower chamber was filled with 500 μl of complete media. After incubation at 37 °C for 24 h, the transwell membranes were fixed and stained with 0.5% crystal violet methanol solution for 30 min. The un-migrated cells were removed using cotton swabs and photographed with the digital camera. The cell invasion assays were performed similarly to the transwell migration assays with transwell membranes that were coated with Matrigel (BD Biosciences) and were incubated for 48 h.

2.11. Tail vein injection metastatic mouse model {#s0080}
------------------------------------------------

All animal procedures were conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals with the approval of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Peking University First Hospital. T24-Luc cells, which are T24 cells that stably express luciferase, were used in this model. One hundred microliters of cell suspension (2 × 10^7^/ml) was injected into the lateral tail vein of each 6-week-old B-NDG mouse (Biocytogen, China). Six weeks after injection, the mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (Yipin Pharmaceutical, China), and then D-luciferin sodium salt (Biovision, USA) was injected intraperitoneally according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The metastatic lesions were visualized using a Xenogen IVIS system (PerkinElmer, USA) and were then harvested and prepared for H&E staining and IHC.Fig. 1TAGLN overexpression correlates with the presence of poor prognostic features in BLCA. a. Representative immunohistochemical staining images of TAGLN protein in cancer tissues and paired normal tissues. P1-P4 were four representative patients with different clinicopathological features. Scale bar, 50 μm. b. Percentage distribution of TAGLN IHC intensity in cancer versus normal tissues. The staining intensity was graded as -- (negative), + (weak), ++ (moderate) or +++ (strong). c. Percentage distribution of TAGLN IHC intensity in BLCA with various clinicopathological features. POM, postoperative cancer metastasis. d. Kaplan-Meier curves of the TAGLN IHC intensity on OS in PKU-BLCA cohort. e. Kaplan-Meier curves of the TAGLN IHC intensity on MFS in PKU-BLCA cohort. f. General prognostic signatures and meta-analyses of TAGLN in three cohort. All of the prognostic events of TAGLN are illustrated in forest plots, with corresponding P value and 95% CI. The estimated effect size of each event is presented as a black square that is proportional in size to the weight of the study. The pooled effect size is presented as a red rhombus that is sized in the center for summary effect size and whose width depicts the confidence interval. The confidence interval of effect size appears as a horizontal. The n values indicate the number of patients. \*, P \< .05; \*\*, P \< .01. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1Fig. 2Functional prediction of TAGLN based on the online dataset. a. A Venn diagram of consensus differentially expressed genes (DEGs) across TCGA-BLCA cohort and GSE13507-BLCA cohort. b. Cancer hallmark enrichment analysis results for consensus upregulated DEGs. c-d. KEGG pathway (c) and GO term (d) enrichment analysis results for consensus upregulated DEGs. Individual gene ontology terms with similar gene members are clustered by categories (node colour) and labelled using a representative member, where terms with a Kappa similarity score \> 0.3 are connected by edges. Node size is proportional to statistical significance (enrichment P value). The clusters highlighted by the rectangular region were further annotated. e. Correlation between EMT- and invadopodium-associated genes and TAGLN in TCGA-cohort assessed by Spearman\'s rho. f-g. The expression level of EMT- (f) and Invadopodium- (g) associated genes in low- and high- TAGLN expression groups in TCGA cohort. Error bars represent SD (standard deviation) of the mean. \*, P \< .05; \*\*, P \< .01. h. The protein-protein interaction network of TAGLN and 676 consensus upregulated DEGs.Fig. 2Fig. 3TAGLN promotes the migration and invasion of BLCA cells in vitro and in vivo. a. RT-qPCR and western blot analyses of TAGLN in the normal uroepithelium cell line (SV-HUC-1) and BLCA cells (SW780, 5637 and T24). b. RT-qPCR and western blot analyses of BLCA cells infected with a lentivirus-mediated TAGLN-overexpressing vector or TAGLN shRNAs. c. Clone formation assay. Representative images of plates seeded with BLCA cells and quantification of colony formation after 10 day. d. Wound-induced migration assay. Representative images of wound-induced cell migration by the T24-shTAGLN, 5637-TAGLN and control cells. Scale bars, 100 μm. And quantification of migration by the described cells. e. Transwell migration and invasion assay. Representative images of transwell migration and invasion assay of TAGLN-silenced cells and TAGLN-overexpressed cells. Scale bars, 100 μm. And quantification of transwell migration and invasion by the described cells. f-g. Tail vein-injected T24-luc metastasis model. Representative IVIS images of mice injected TAGLN-silenced or control cells and analysis of tumour luminescence representing lung metastasis measured on day 42. Five mice in each group (f). Lung metastasis was confirmed by H&E and IHC-TAGLN staining. Scale bars, 250 μm and 100 μm. And quantification of the metastatic lesion(g). Error bars represent SD of the mean. \*, P \< .05; \*\*, P \< .01.Fig. 3Fig. 4TAGLN promotes invadopodia formation and EMT. a. Representative anti-TAGLN immunofluorescence images of TAGLN-silenced cells and TAGLN-overexpressed cells. Cells were counterstained with DAPI; combined images were indicated. Scale bar, 10 μm. b. Representative invadopodia immunofluorescence images in BLCA cells. TAGLN-silenced cells, TAGLN-overexpressed cells and control cells stained for nuclei (blue), F-actin (red), and. CTTN (green). Quantification of the percentage of cells with invadopodia. *N* = 50 cells/sample. Scale bars, 10 μm in T24 and SW780(a); 5 μm in 5637(b). c-d. Western blot and RT-qPCR analyses of EMT marker and transcription factors after TAGLN depletion in T24 (c) and TAGLN overexpression in SW780 and 5637 (d). e. Representative IHC staining images of TAGLN and Slug in lung metastatic of tail vein-injected T24-Luc metastasis model. Scale bars, 50 μm. Error bars represent SD of the mean. \*, P \< .05; \*\*, P \< .01. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4Fig. 5TALGN is essential for the promotion of BLCA metastasis by TGF-β. a. Summary of correlation between TGFB2 and TAGLN of different featured subgroups in CCLE. b-c. Summary of correlation between TGFB3 and TAGLN of different clinicopathological subgroups in TCGA-BLCA cohort(b)and GSE13507-BLCA cohort (c). d-f. Representative correlation graphs of TGFB and TAGLN in different featured subgroups. Molecular subtype in CCLE-BLCA(d). Histologic grade in TCGA-BLCA(e). Pathologic stage in GSE13507-BLCA(f). g. Western blot analyses of N-cadherin, MMP14, Slug, and TAGLN of T24-shTAGLN and control cultured in 10 nM TGF-β for 72 h. And RT-qPCR analyses of TAGLN expression in T24-shTAGLN and control after culturing in 10 nM TGF-β for 72 h. h. Representative images of transwell migration assay of T24-shTAGLN and control with and without 10 nM TGF-β stimulation. Scale bars, 100 μm. And quantification of transwell migration by the described cells. Error bars represent SD of the mean. \*, P \< .05; \*\*, P \< .01.Fig. 5

2.12. Statistical analysis {#s0085}
--------------------------

All experiments were performed independently at least three times except for the experiments shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}f--g, [4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e, [5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}a--f, [Supplementary Figs. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}, [S2](#f0035){ref-type="graphic"}c, and [S3](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}--4. The cut-off values used for TAGLN in [Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}f and 1 g were defined using X title \[[@bb0160]\]. Univariate survival analyses were performed by Kaplan-Meier estimator (Log-rank test) and multivariate analyses used backward method (Wald test). All meta-analyses were performed with Stata12.0 (StataCorp LP, USA). All statistical tests were performed using SPSS software version 22.0 (SPSS, USA). A P value \<.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

3. Results {#s0090}
==========

3.1. TAGLN overexpression correlates with the presence of poor prognostic features in BLCA {#s0095}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the differences in the levels of TAGLN transcription in BLCA and normal tissue, TAGLN mRNA was measured using RT-qPCR in 27 paired frozen tissues. Consistent with the results of previous studies \[[@bb0105],[@bb0110]\], TAGLN mRNA was downregulated in the BLCA tissues ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}a). A similar result was also observed in both the TCGA-BLCA and GSE13507-BLCA cohorts ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}b--c). To further verify the expression of TAGLN in BLCA and normal tissues, 104 paired paraffin-embedded tissue sections were examined using immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining. Unlike the RT-qPCR results, the IHC results showed that TAGLN was significantly upregulated in BLCA tissues compared with normal bladder tissues ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a--b). Consistent with previous findings, TAGLN was mainly localized in the cytosol in both normal and cancerous tissues \[[@bb0070]\].

To confirm the relationship between TAGLN and BLCA, we next evaluated the correlation between the TAGLN expression level and clinicopathological features in three cohorts ([Supplementary Table S1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the PKU-BLCA cohort, statistical analysis of a total of 275 BLCA patients revealed that the TAGLN protein level was correlated with the pathologic T, pathologic N, pathologic stage and histologic grade ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}c, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Notably, higher TAGLN expression level contributed to higher rate of postoperative cancer metastasis. These results were confirmed in the other cohorts. The TAGLN mRNA level was significantly correlated with the pathologic T, pathologic N, pathologic stage and histologic grade in both the TCGA-BLCA and GSE13507-BLCA cohorts ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}d--e). There was no significant correlation between TAGLN expression and the pathologic M due to the limited number of M1 patients in the cohorts. However, the number of patients with high TAGLN expression was twice as high as the number with low TAGLN expression in both two pathologic M1 cohorts ([Supplementary Table S4](#ec0020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, both univariate and multivariate analyses showed that patients with BLCA that expressed high levels of TAGLN had a shorter overall survival (OS) than patients with cancers that expressed low levels of TAGLN in all three cohorts ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}d, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}; [Supplementary Fig. S1](#f0030){ref-type="graphic"}f--g, [Supplementary Table S5](#ec0025){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Crucially, we also found that high TAGLN level was significantly correlated with poor metastasis-free survival (MFS) of BLCA patients in PKU-BLCA cohort ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}e).

To summarize the correlation between the TAGLN expression level and clinicopathological features in all three cohorts, meta-analyses were performed for each feature ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}f). Based on these meta-analyses, TAGLN, which showed high consistency for all features, was significantly associated with unfavourable prognosis for all four clinical features (T, OR, odds ratios: 3.827; N, OR: 2.997; stage, OR: 4.053; grade, OR: 2.901; P \< .0001) and one survival feature (OS, HR, hazard ratio: 2.25; P = .001). All of the results demonstrated that increased TAGLN expression contributes to poor prognosis in BLCA patients, which suggests a potential link between TAGLN and BLCA progression.Table 1Correlation between TAGLN immunostaining intensity and clinicopathological features in PKU-BLCA cohort.Table 1Cohort characteristicsTAGLN immunostaining intensityP value−++++++GenderFemale1212960.9221Male69636440Age (median 67, year)≦67484330250.1103\>6733324321Pathologic TTis-T14530106\<0.0001T227212711T35121518T44122111Pathologic NN0735552280.0146N13754N2361010N30001Pathologic stageI442885\<0.0001II2719249III4142318IV6141814Histologic gradeG1--232231360.0021G349526040Postoperative cancer metastasisAbsent33282513\<0.0001Present16143030Table 2Univariate and multivariate analyses of clinicopathological characteristics and TAGLN expression with overall survival in PKU-BLCA cohort.Table 2Cohort characteristicsUnivariate analysis[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Multivariate analysis[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}HR(95% CI)P valueHR(95% CI)P valueTAGLN +/++/+++ vs.--3.02(1.86--4.903)0.0012.477(1.016--6.041)0.046Gender Female vs. Male1.171(0.602--2.28)0.642Age \>median vs. ≤median1.654(1.046--2.616)0.031Pathologic T T3--4 vs. Tis-23.554(2.241--5.637)\<0.0012.158(1.18--3.948)0.013Pathologic N N1--3 vs. N03.632(2.202--5.991)\<0.0012.396(1.307--4.393)0.005Histologic grade High grade vs. Low grade2.172(1.171--4.03)0.014Postoperative chemotherapy Yes vs. No2.194(1.283--3.753)0.004[^2][^3]

3.2. Functional prediction of TAGLN in silico analysis {#s0100}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to reveal the potential function of TAGLN in BLCA, the patients were separated into low- and high- TAGLN expression groups based on the median expression level in the TCGA and GSE13507 cohorts, respectively. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in the two cohorts were determined ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a, [Supplementary Table S6](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}-1). Additional enrichment analyses were performed using the consensus upregulated genes in the high TAGLN group. EMT-related genes were significantly highlighted during the cancer hallmark enrichment analysis ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b, [Supplementary Table S6](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}-2). KEGG pathway and GO term enrichment analyses were also performed. Genes involved in focal adhesion, leukocyte trans-endothelial migration, regulation of the actin cytoskeleton and relevant member pathways were enriched ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c, [Supplementary Table S6](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}-3). Terms related to extracellular matrix organization, supramolecular fibre organization, the positive regulation of cell motility and relevant member terms were also enriched ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}d, [Supplementary Table S6](#ec0030){ref-type="supplementary-material"}-4). All enrichment analyses indicated that TAGLN is involved in actin cytoskeleton regulation, cell adhesion, cell motility and EMT in BLCA.

Actin is a ubiquitous and essential protein involved in tumour cell motility, structure and integrity that is also involved in the formation, stabilization and maturation of invadopodia in cancer \[[@bb0165],[@bb0170]\]. Additionally, the role of TAGLN in the processes of cell migration and metastasis has been described in both smooth muscle cells and cancer cells, in which it contributes to the formation of podosomes \[[@bb0175], [@bb0180], [@bb0185]\]. Thus, we speculated that TAGLN may participate in invadopodia formation. Additional verification analyses were performed in the TCGA-BLCA cohort. Based on the Spearman correlation coefficient, both the EMT- and invadopodium- associated genes showed a significant correlation with TAGLN ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}e). The expression level of these genes also showed significant differences in the low- and high-TAGLN expression groups, which confirms the potential relationship of TAGLN with EMT and invadopodia ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}f--g). Next, the potential interaction targets of TAGLN in the protein-protein interaction network were determined ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}h), including actin-associated genes (ACTA2, ACTB, ACTG2) and EMT-associated genes (TGFB1, MMP9, COL1A1). Overall, these results indicated that TAGLN may be involved in cell migration and metastasis resulting from invadopodia formation and EMT in BLCA.

3.3. TAGLN promotes the clonogenicity of BLCA cells {#s0105}
---------------------------------------------------

To validate the predicted function of TAGLN, we performed a series of functional assays using the relevant cell lines. The expression levels of TAGLN in BLCA cells (SW780, 5637 and T24) and a normal uroepithelium cell line (SV-HUC-1) were examined using RT-qPCR and western blotting ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}a). Compared with SV-HUC-1, TAGLN was upregulated in T24 cells and downregulated in 5637 cells. BLCA cell lines were then established that stably overexpressed either TAGLN or an shRNA that targeted TAGLN ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}b). To assess the effects of TAGLN on proliferation, cell viability and cell cycle assays were performed on the T24-shTAGLN and 5637-TAGLN cells. Both assays showed that TAGLN expression had essentially no effect on cell growth or the distribution of cells in the cell cycle ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0035){ref-type="graphic"}a--b). Interestingly, there were significant changes in colony formation ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}c). Both the number and size of the colonies were affected by the expression level of TAGLN. These results demonstrated that TAGLN was involved in the clonogenicity of BLCA cells rather than cell proliferation.

3.4. TAGLN promotes the migration and invasion of BLCA cells {#s0110}
------------------------------------------------------------

To characterize the role of TAGLN in cell migration, a wound healing assay was performed in T24-shTAGLN and 5637-TAGLN cells. Their migratory capabilities were significantly decreased in T24-shTAGLN cells and increased in 5637-TAGLN cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}d). These results were also confirmed using transwell migration assays ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}e). Similarly, invasive capability was dramatically reduced in TAGLN-silenced cells and enhanced in TAGLN-overexpressed cells ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}e). To confirm the positive effects of TAGLN on cell metastasis, a tail-vein injection metastasis model was established using luciferase-labelled T24 (T24-Luc). A significant reduction in tumour metastasis in the TAGLN-silenced group compared with the control group was observed ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}f). Based on H&E and IHC staining, the number and sizes of the metastatic lesions in the TAGLN-silenced group were significantly decreased ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}g). Overall, these results indicated that TAGLN promotes the invasiveness of BLCA cells both in vitro and in vivo, which is consistent with the earlier functional prediction.

3.5. TAGLN promotes invadopodia formation and EMT {#s0115}
-------------------------------------------------

It is well-known that tumour cell invadopodia play a vital role in tumour metastasis \[[@bb0190]\]. Notably, TAGLN may promote cell motility by regulating the formation of invadopodia, which is in line with the results of the functional prediction analyses. Invadopodia are actin-based dynamic protrusions that utilize the actin regulators cortactin, N-WASP, TKS4, TKS5, and MMP14 \[[@bb0195]\]. Thus, we evaluated the correlation between the presence of invadopodia and the co-localization of F-actin with cortactin (CTTN) in bladder cell lines. Based on immunofluorescence staining, both the up- and downregulated TAGLN was distributed primarily in the cytoplasm, which indicates its association with actin in BLCA ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}a). Also, we found that the cell lines with greater expression of TAGLN also showed higher expression of cortactin ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0035){ref-type="graphic"}c--d). In T24 cells, which exhibited a high metastatic capability and a high level of TAGLN, over 75% of the cells contained invadopodia, while only 40--60% of 5637 or SW780 cells, both of which have a low metastatic capability and lower level of TAGLN, contained invadopodia ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#f0035){ref-type="graphic"}e). Next, we examined the effects of TAGLN on invadopodia formation. Suppression of TAGLN significantly reduced the number of invadopodia in T24-shTAGLN (approximately 40% of cells) and SW780-shTAGLN (30% of cells) cells. Meanwhile, the number of cells containing invadopodia was increased to 80% in the TAGLN-overexpressed cell line 5637-TAGLN, and the invadopodia contained a greater number of puncta as well as larger puncta ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}b). These results strongly demonstrate that TAGLN is involved in invadopodia formation.

Reactivation of EMT in cancer cells enhances the metastatic phenotype \[[@bb0200]\]. As suggested by the functional prediction as well as the positive effect of TAGLN on cancer metastasis, there was a potential reliable connection between TAGLN and EMT. EMT markers were detected in both the TAGLN-silenced and TAGLN-overexpressed cells. The expression of the mesenchymal markers/transcription factors N-cadherin, β-catenin and Slug were significantly decreased in TAGLN-silenced cells and increased in TAGLN-transduced cells, while the expression of the epithelial marker E-cadherin was downregulated in TAGLN-overexpressed cells ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}c--d). At the same time, the expression level of MMP14, which is also involved in the EMT process \[[@bb0200]\] and invadopodia formation \[[@bb0205]\], was decreased via the downregulation of TAGLN and increased via the upregulation of TAGLN. These results were also confirmed using RT-qPCR. We also further confirmed the correlation between TAGLN and Slug expression in the metastatic animal model. The expression level of Slug, which is distributed primarily in the nucleus, was dramatically decreased by the inhibition of TAGLN ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}e). All of these results were also highly consistent with the earlier functional prediction analysis, which demonstrated that TAGLN promotes metastasis by inducing invadopodia formation and EMT.

3.6. TALGN is essential for the promotion of BLCA metastasis by TGF-β {#s0120}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The TGF-β signalling pathway is one of the most well-characterized and vital pathways involved in the induction of cancer metastasis and EMT \[[@bb0210]\]. Based on the involvement of TAGLN in cancer metastasis and EMT in BLCA cells and the regulation of TAGLN by TGF-β that was observed in previous studies \[[@bb0215],[@bb0220]\], we further analysed the expression patterns of TGF-β and TAGLN at both the tissue and cellular levels. In the 26 BLCA cell lines included in the CCLE ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}a), a significant positive correlation between TGFB2 and TAGLN was found (Spearman\'s correlation r = 0.556, P \< .01). Based on the clinicopathological features of each cell line \[[@bb0225]\], correlation tests were performed in each of the various subgroups. Significant correlations between TGFB2 and TAGLN were only found in relation to advanced clinicopathological features, such as advanced T and G ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}a, [Supplementary Fig. S3](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}b--c). Our results also showed that the expression of TGFB2 and TAGLN was closely associated in basal subtype BLCA cells, which were more aggressive and resulted in reduced survival compared with luminal cancers ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}d) \[[@bb0050],[@bb0230]\]. To confirm the correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN at the tissue level, similar analyses were performed in the TCGA-BLCA cohort and the GSE13507-BLCA cohort. Interestingly, TAGLN was more closely correlated with TGFB3 than TGFB2 and TGFB1 in BLCA tissues ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}d--e). In line with the cell analyses, higher correlation coefficients were determined for the subgroups with advanced clinicopathological features ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}b--c,e--f, [Supplementary Fig. S3](#f0040){ref-type="graphic"}f--n). In particular, high correlation coefficients were obtained for the pathologic M1 subgroups in both cohorts. Additionally, analysis of 23 primary-recurrent paired BLCA tissues from the [GSE13507](ncbi-geo:GSE13507){#ir0035}-BLCA cohort indicated that a significant positive correlation between TGFB3 and TAGLN existed only in the recurrent group rather than the primary tumour group. These results provide support for the presence of a tight functional correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN during tumour development and metastasis in BLCA.

Given the strong association between TGF-β and TAGLN that is observed during the progression of BLCA, confirmatory tests were performed in BLCA cell lines. The expression levels of TAGLN and mesenchymal markers/transcription factors were measured in the presence of TGF-β. As expected, the TAGLN and mesenchymal markers/transcription factors expression levels were upregulated by TGF-β stimulation ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}g). Notably, the stimulating effect of TGF-β was attenuated by MMP14 and Slug in the TAGLN-silenced group ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}g). Functionally, the migratory ability of BLCA cells was dramatically increased after TGF-β stimulation. However, TGF-β-induced migration was completed abolished by the inhibition of TAGLN, especially in T24-shTAGLN\#2 cells. Meanwhile, the effects of TAGLN silencing on migration was slightly rescued by TGF-β in T24-shTAGLN\#1 cells, which indicates that the migratory ability of BLCA cells depends greatly on the TAGLN expression level ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}h). Overall, the results show that TAGLN is essential for TGF-β-induced metastasis in BLCA.

4. Discussion {#s0125}
=============

In this study, we explored the expression patterns and molecular function of TAGLN in BLCA using specimen detection analysis, bioinformatics analysis and a series of functional assays both in vitro and in vivo. The results demonstrated that TAGLN contributes to poor prognosis in BLCA. TAGLN overexpression may promote the migration and invasion of BLCA cells via invadopodia formation and the induction of EMT. The strong relationship between TGF-β and TAGLN was demonstrated during the progression of BLCA. Additionally, TGF-β-mediated migration was shown to be abolished by the inhibition of TAGLN. These results provide further insight regarding the metastasis of BLCA, which implies that TAGLN may serve as a potential treatment target for BLCA metastasis.

Based on immunohistochemical staining of 104 paired BLCA tissues, TAGLN is upregulated in cancer tissues. However, our RT-qPCR results from 27 paired BLCA tissues as well as an online dataset and previous studies \[[@bb0105],[@bb0110]\] have indicated that the TAGLN mRNA expression level is decreased in BLCA tissues compared with normal bladder tissues. It is important to note that all of the normal bladder tissues that were used in this study were complex tissues that were not subject to microdissection and consisted not only of bladder epithelial cell but also stromal cells and smooth muscle cells (SMCs). It is well known that TAGLN is an abundant protein in SMCs \[[@bb0235],[@bb0240]\]. According to the IHC results obtained from the PKU-BLCA cohort, SMCs were found in almost all of the normal bladder samples ([Supplementary Fig.S4](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}a). This was also confirmed using the online database Human Protein Atlas ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}b). Although the BLCA tissues also consist SMCs, especially muscle-invasive BLCA, the limited bladder epithelium might more easily be distorted by the unmeasured smooth muscle cells comparing to the bladder cancer tissue. Ambiguous results, such as those that have been found for TAGLN, have also been found for other cancers that affect SMC-rich tissues, including oesophageal cancer \[[@bb0075],[@bb0080]\] and colorectal cancer \[[@bb0095],[@bb0100]\]. Therefore, it is important to consider the rationale design of the experiments, such as applying tissues microdissection and multiomics analysis to the validation. Upon the integration of clinicopathological features, the contribution of TAGLN to poor prognosis has been observed in all three cohorts. As a benefit of the meta-analyses, the combined effects of each prognostic feature were determined in all three cohorts, which all demonstrated the unfavourable effects of TAGLN on BLCA. Collectively, the overall unfavourable expression pattern of TAGLN in BLCA indicates that TAGLN plays an important role in the development and progression of BLCA. Additionally, aberrant expression of TAGLN has also been shown to be involved in other cancers; for example, unfavourable prognostic effects have been noted for colorectal cancer. TAGLN upregulation has been correlated with submucosal invasiveness \[[@bb0245]\], lymph node invasiveness \[[@bb0095]\] and poor prognosis \[[@bb0250]\] in colorectal cancer. According to prognostic analysis of the TCGA dataset, the unfavourable effects of TAGLN on overall survival have been noted for adrenocortical carcinoma, kidney cancer, lower grade gliomas, squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, mesothelioma and uveal melanoma ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#f0045){ref-type="graphic"}c--h). In contrast, TAGLN has been shown to be decreased in lymph node metastatic prostate cancer \[[@bb0255]\] and triple-negative breast cancer \[[@bb0260]\], which indicates the favourable prognostic effects of TAGLN. Differences in the cancer of origin may account for the various effects of TAGLN; for example, the bladder and colorectum are tract organs and of endodermic origin, while the prostate and breast are sex hormone-targeted glands. It is important to elucidate the role of TAGLN in each type of cancer separately.

To better understand the oncogenic role of TAGLN in BLCA, step-forward functional prediction and verification were performed. As indicated by the enrichment analyses, TAGLN may be involved in actin regulation and cell motility in BLCA. Actin serves as a key player in cell migration \[[@bb0165]\]. As an actin-binding protein, TAGLN shows great potential in altering motility via its interactions with actin. The verification assays proved that TAGLN promotes the migration and invasion of BLCA cells both in vitro and in vivo. Interestingly, TAGLN promotes the clonogenicity of BLCA cells rather than cell proliferation, which indicates the potential role of TAGLN in metastatic colonization. All of these functions of TAGLN in BLCA were correlated with the above-mentioned unfavourable prognostic effects of TAGLN. It was demonstrated that TAGLN levels significantly affect metastatic potential. To explain the role of TAGLN in BLCA metastasis more clearly, the relationships between TAGLN, EMT and invadopodia were documented. First, the involvement of TAGLN in EMT was highlighted in the cancer hallmark enrichment analysis. Our study demonstrated that the TAGLN expression level was significantly associated with EMT markers in terms of both perdition and verification. EMT status affects the metastatic potential \[[@bb0200]\]. During EMT in myofibroblasts (EMyT), the transcription factor serum response factor (SRF) and myocardin family transcription factors (MRTFs) are able to activate TAGLN transcription \[[@bb0265]\]. TAGLN is normally expressed in mesenchymal cells \[[@bb0240]\], especially in smooth muscle cells, and serves as an early marker of smooth muscle differentiation \[[@bb0270]\]; its appearance in epithelial-derived tumour cells is related to EMT, whereby tumour cells acquire greater metastatic potential. Indeed, the BLCA cell line T24, which is characterized by mesenchymal tumour cells that express extremely low levels of E-cadherin level and have elongated shapes, also expresses a high level of TAGLN and exhibits an aggressive metastatic potential in comparison to the epithelial tumour cell line 5637. Thus, TAGLN may serve as a type of EMT indicator in BLCA. Notably, we found that the TAGLN expression level also affect EMTs. The expression of mesenchymal state markers and transcription factors was decreased after the inhibition of TAGLN and were increased by the overexpression of TAGLN. Likewise, an EMT-regulatory function of TAGLN was identified during a previous colorectal cancer study \[[@bb0095]\]. Therefore, the metastatic modulation of TAGLN should influence EMT. Next, we also showed that TAGLN participates in invadopodia formation, which supports the role of TAGLN in the promotion of metastasis. During podosome formation in SMCs, TAGLN is recruited and TAGLN-decorated actin bundles undergo rapid reorganization into podosomes \[[@bb0180],[@bb0185]\]. Since podosomes and invadopodia are highly similar and nearly indistinguishable, we applied rules that state that 'normal cells have podosomes' and 'cancer cells have invadopodia' \[[@bb0195]\]. Previous studies as well as our prediction analyses have revealed the strong interaction of actin and TAGLN. Actin dynamics are a key element of the assembly and maintenance of invadopodia \[[@bb0170]\]. Due to the integration of the involvement of TAGLN in podosomes with the vital role of actin in invadopodia formation, we hypothesized that TAGLN also plays important role in invadopodia formation in BLCA. The positive correlation between TAGLN and invadopodium-associated genes in BLCA was documented during the prediction analysis. Our results also showed that a reduction in TAGLN inhibits invadopodia formation, while invadopodia formation is promoted by TAGLN overexpression in BLCA cells. Invadopodium maturation results from matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) recruitment, which involves the delivery of MMP14 (MT1-MMP) to invadopodia and the activation of local matrix degradation \[[@bb0205]\]. In this context, MMP14 was significantly reduced by the depletion of TAGLN and increased by TAGLN overexpression in BLCA cells. TAGLN was shown to play specific roles in invadopodia formation in BLCA. The association between EMT and in invadopodia formation appears to be inseparable during the systemic spread of tumours \[[@bb0275],[@bb0280]\]. Overall, the involvement of TAGLN in EMT and invadopodia formation contribute to its robust metastatic potential. Nevertheless, the precise involvement of TAGLN in EMT and invadopodia formation will require further evaluation.

The question of the factors involved in the regulation of the expression of TAGLN during the progression of BLCA was raised. Serum response factor (SRF)--binding CArG boxes, a Smad-binding element (SBE) and a TGF-β control element (TCE) are included in the TAGLN promoter \[[@bb0215],[@bb0220]\], which suggests the vital roles played by SRF and TGF-β in TAGLN regulation. Although many studies have shown that the TGF-β signalling pathway regulates TAGLN expression in various systems \[[@bb0285], [@bb0290], [@bb0295]\], this regulation is rarely studied in cancer. TGF-β signalling is undoubtedly a central player in cancer progression due to its dual functioning \[[@bb0210]\]. Not to mention, TGF-β acts as a lymph node metastatic biomarker \[[@bb0300]\] and is involved in the invasion and metastasis of BLCA \[[@bb0305],[@bb0310]\]. Furthermore, TGF-β reprograms the tumour microenvironment to attenuate anti-tumour immunity in metastatic bladder cancer \[[@bb0315]\]. Therefore, we analysed the expression patterns of TGF-β and TAGLN in both cells (26 cell lines) and tissues (572 patients) in BLCA. As expected, a tight positive correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN was found in BLCA. Notably, only subgroups with advanced clinicopathological features reflected a significant relationship via increased correlation coefficients, which implies that TGF-β promotes TAGLN expression during cancer progression. TGF-β signalling induces EMT \[[@bb0210]\] and promotes invadopodia formation \[[@bb0275],[@bb0280]\]. This supports the previous assumption that TAGLN promotes metastasis via EMT and invadopodia formation. Additionally, the TGF-β-stimulated upregulation of Slug and MMP14 were attenuated by TAGLN inhibition, while cell migration induced by TGF-β was totally abolished, which indicated the essential role of TAGLN in the promotion by TGF-β of BLCA metastasis. Collectively, TAGLN may serve as a powerful treatment target for TGF-β-mediated metastasis resulting from BLCA.

Although there is no selective TAGLN inhibitor yet, quite a few drugs show available potential. Since the progression-dependent correlation between TGF-β and TAGLN was highlighted in bladder cancer, TGF-β inhibitors could serve as potential drugs. Virtually, several TGF-β pathway targeting drugs have been applied into clinical trials and many more have been tested through numerous design strategies \[[@bb0320]\]. SB-431542, a TβRI kinase inhibitor in preclinical development, could effective downregulate TAGLN expression level indicating it promising application potential in clinic \[[@bb0290]\]. Recently, Zhong et.al reported that salvianolic acid A enhances vasoconstriction by targeting the transgelin-actin complex \[[@bb0325]\]. Salvianolic acid, a well-known treatment compound for cardiovascular-related diseases, was discovered as novel and effective drugs for cancer treatment by promoting cells apoptosis and inhibiting EMT transistion \[[@bb0330]\]. TAGLN2 (transgelin-2), one of TAGLN\'s homologs with 64% amino acid sequence homology to TAGLN \[[@bb0070]\], was supressed by salvianolic acid A resulting in inhibition of breast cancer cells migration and invasion \[[@bb0335]\]. Taken together, these perspectives on the correlation between salvianolic acid A and TAGLN highlight the robust therapeutic potential of salvianolic acid A as TAGLN-targeting drug. However, all the therapeutic potential still need being well studied in order to be better applied to the treatment.

In summary, TAGLN has been identified as a novel prognosis predictor due to its unfavourable prognostic effects and its function as a metastatic driver via EMT and invadopodia formation and was also shown to be induced by TGF-β in BLCA. Future studies of the specific roles played by TAGLN in EMT and invadopodia formation are critical to increase our knowledge of BLCA metastasis. TAGLN, via its promotion of metastasis, may serve as a promising biomarker and new target agent for follow-up and treatment.
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